Recent studies have seriously questioned the use of higher-order Mo "ller-Plesset perturbation theory ͑MPn͒ in describing electron correlation in atomic and molecular systems. Here we first reinvestigate with improved numerical techniques previously controversial and disturbing MPn energetic series for Ne, F Ϫ , HF, BH, C 2 and N 2 . Conspicuously absent in previous work is research on the convergence of MPn spectroscopic constants, and thus complete MPn ͑energy, r e , e ) series were then computed for ͑BH, HF, CN ϩ , C 2 and N 2 ) through the high orders ͑MP25, MP21, MP13, MP39 and MP19͒ within the correlation consistent family of basis sets. A persistent, slowly decaying ringing pattern in the C 2 energy series was tracked out to MP155. Finally, new energy series were generated and analyzed through MP167 for Cl Ϫ and MP39 for Ar and HCl. The MPn energy and property series variously display rapid or slow convergence, monotonic or oscillatory decay, highly erratic or regular behavior, or early or late divergence, all depending on the chemical system or the choice of one-particle basis set. For oscillatory series the spectroscopic constants computed from low-order MPn methods are often more accurate, with respect to the full configuration interaction ͑FCI͒ limit, than those computed via high-order MPn theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mo "ller-Plesset Perturbation Theory ͑MPn͒ has undoubtedly been the most popular electron correlation approach in use over the last two decades, as widely disseminated program packages execute thousands of such computations daily worldwide. Efficient electronic structure implementations of MPn theory through fourth order have been in place for some time, and beginning in 1990 explicit capabilities for performing MP5 computations on small molecules began to appear. 1, 2 In 1995 Kucharski and Bartlett 3 reported a full MP6 scheme based on coupled-cluster iterations at the CCSDTQ level. Shortly thereafter, Cremer and He [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] published an impressive series of papers on the development, implementation, and application of an explicit MP6 method by traditional techniques.
The tacit assumption behind chemical applications of MPn theory is that the perturbation series is convergent, at least for systems dominated by a single electronic configuration. Early work on the quantitative assessment of this assumption for a few model systems was stimulated in the mid 1980s by the advent of large-scale full CI methods. [9] [10] [11] [12] The conclusions appeared to be that under normal circumstances ͑single-reference systems near equilibrium͒ the series are convergent but the truncation errors cannot be anticipated to diminish below 1 mE h until well after sixth order. In cases of stretched bond distances and/or large spin contamination, convergence was shown to be erratic, deceptive, 11 or protracted even past 50th order. 12 In 1996 Olsen and co-workers 13 discovered peculiar and disturbing MPn convergence behavior on some seemingly innocuous systems such as Ne, HF, and H 2 O, namely, that augmentation of standard valence double-basis sets with diffuse functions suddenly causes the perturbation series for these species to diverge! A subsequent analysis 14, 15 of the Ne and HF cases in terms of degeneracies in the Hamiltonian H 0 ϩzV within the unit circle of the complex plane (͉z͉р1) implicated ''back door'' intruder states as the origin of the MPn divergence. Meanwhile, Dunning and collaborators [16] [17] [18] [19] have continued to execute systematic studies of molecular energies and properties with the aim of determining intrinsic errors in low-order MPn methods at the complete one-particle basis set limit. The current status, indeed crisis, of MPn theory is nicely summarized in the abstract of their March 1998 paper 16 on spectroscopic constants of first-row diatomic molecules: ''The perturbation expansions are, in general, only slowly converging and, for HF, N 2 , CO, and F 2 , appear to be far from convergence at MP4. In fact, for HF, N 2 , and CO, the errors in the calculated spectroscopic constants for the MP4 method are larger than those for the MP2 method ͑the only exception is D e ). The current study, combined with other recent studies, raises serious doubts about the use of Mo "ller-Plesset perturbation theory to describe electron correlation effects in atomic and molecular calculations.'' a͒ Present address: Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, CA 94551-0969.
Among the implications of such concerns is a questioning of the continued use of expensive MP4 computations 20 in widely used, predictive thermochemical schemes such as G2 and G3 theory, 21, 22 or various CBS models. 23 In this paper, we report high-order MPn benchmark correlation treatments for the atoms Ne, F Ϫ , Ar, and Cl Ϫ and diatomics BH, HF, C 2 , CN ϩ , N 2 and HCl within the correlation consistent family of basis sets. To ascertain the numerical stability of prior studies and to ensure the accuracy of new computations, we modified an existing FCI algorithm to carry out high-order MPn computations in 64-and 128-bit precision and in either an orthonormal or nonorthogonal vector space. 12 These computations are utilized to determine the effectiveness of MPn theory in converging to the FCI limit. Almost all other benchmarks of this kind have focused on the MPn energy series alone, an exception being the very recent investigations 15, 24 of divergent MPn behavior for the electric dipole and quadrupole moments of hydrogen fluoride. The current study addresses this dearth of property information by computing and analyzing complete MPn energy, r e , and e series.
II. METHODS
Developments in CI methodology in the 1980s lead to the implementation of efficient algorithms for computing the product of the Hamiltonian matrix on a vector (ϭHc). [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] A formalism based on for constructing nth-order energies (E n k ) and wave functions (͉ n k ͘) of the k-th eigenstate within Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory results by casting the fundamental perturbation equations ͑for nу1) into a many-particle basis of Slater determinants,
͑2͒
From Eq. ͑1͒ the (nϩ1)-th order energy can be computed from the overlap of the zeroth-order wave function with the vector corresponding to multiplication of the FCI Hamiltonian matrix on ͉ n k ͘. 12 Alternatively, the Wigner energy formulas 39, 40 allow the (2n)-th and (2nϩ1)-th order energies to be computed from the same matrix-vector product, thereby allowing much higher orders of perturbation theory to be reached for the same storage requirements:
According to Eq. ͑2͒, generation of the nth-order wave function involves multiplication of ͉ nϪ1 k ͘ on the FCI matrix, a subsequent linear combination with H 0 ͉ nϪ1 k ͘ and all lower-order wave functions, and a final operation with the resolvent matrix. 9, 12, 41 The resolvent matrix can be trivially computed if H 0 is diagonal; otherwise the nth-order wave function can be obtained by solving directly or iteratively the linear system in Eq. ͑2͒.
In the simplest implementation, the Hamiltonian matrix employed in the above equations is the FCI matrix containing all possible excitations. However, the explicit multiplication of a vector onto the FCI matrix is not always necessary, at least for the early terms of the MPn series. To obtain n ϭH͉ nϪ1 k ͘ only the diagonal excitation blocks of the Hamiltonian matrix through level (2nϪ2), and higher off-diagonal coupling blocks of the types (2nϪ3, 2nϪ1), (2nϪ2, 2n Ϫ1), and (2nϪ2, 2n) are required. A specific example is multiplying the Hamiltonian matrix on the first-order wave function, ͉ 1 k ͘. Since the triple ͑T͒ and quadruple ͑Q͒ excitations are absent in the first-order wave function, no matrix elements involving the T-T, T-Q, and Q-Q classes are required;
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The sundry MPn series generated in this study are summarized in Table I along with pertinent computational details. All computations involved the ͑singlet͒ ground electronic states of the species listed, and all the zeroth-order wave functions were constructed from canonical, closedshell, restricted-Hartree-Fock orbitals. The basis sets employed belong to the standard cc-pVXZ and aug-cc-pVXZ correlation-consistent families, [42] [43] [44] which possess pure spherical-harmonic polarization manifolds. In addition to FCI and high-order MPn data, comparative results were also obtained with the CCSD, CCSD͑T͒, and CCSDT methods, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] as well as with truncated CI wave functions. In all correlation treatments, the core orbitals ͑but no virtual orbitals͒ were removed ͑frozen͒ from the active space. All computations were performed using the PSI package, 52 as linked with the determinant-based configuration interaction program DETCI. 53 Spectroscopic constants (r e and e ) for the various electronic structure methods were determined by first generating energies of at least 10 Ϫ10 E h accuracy at points uniformly distributed in 0.01 Å intervals about the best available bond distance. For each MPn or comparative level of theory, the five points which best enveloped the corresponding equilibrium bond distance were fit to a fifth-order polynomial under a simple constraint on the quintic force constant, as in earlier work. 54 Each fifth-order polynomial was then used to determine a precise value for r e , the quadratic force constant at this point, and hence e .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we reinvestigate the previous findings of Olsen et al. 13 and then discuss the convergence of the MPn ener- gies, equilibrium geometries, and harmonic vibrational frequencies for each molecule separately. A qualitative summary of the series and their patterns is given in Table I .
A. Olsen data
The species for which MPn energy series were reported by Olsen and co-workers 13 can be divided into three sets. In the set containing highly electronegative atoms ͑Ne, F Ϫ , HF, H 2 O͒, convergent series were found with the cc-pVDZ basis set, but oscillatory, divergent series were encountered upon augmentation with diffuse functions. In contrast, the ͑CH 2 , BH͒ set displayed monotonic convergence for all basis sets employed. Finally, the (C 2 , N 2 ) set showed irregular series patterns, with convergence in the former case still heavily in question at MP31. The divergent and irregular patterns in these results have been somewhat controversial and might be criticized as being numerical artifacts rather than physical effects. This criticism stems from the repeated matrix-vector products, linear dependence issues among the wave functions for the various orders, and the required cancellation of unlinked terms involved in generating the MPn series by FCI schemes. Nevertheless, in our reinvestigation the Olsen data were universally reproduced to the reported 10 Ϫ6 E h by our completely independent program DETCI. 53 The energies produced with the nϩ1 formula ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒ matched those from the Wigner (2n, 2nϩ1) formulas ͓Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͔͒ to within 10
Ϫ13 E h . The computed energies were also stable to 10 Ϫ13 E h with respect to an increase in precision from 64-to 128-bit arithmetic and whether the expansion employed an orthonormal vector space or unaltered nth-order wave functions. 10, 12 Therefore, numerical concerns appear to be unfounded. Our results, along with the determination of H 0 ϩzV degeneracies for the Ne and HF cases, 14, 15 demonstrate that the peculiar MPn phenomena 13 are real effects, not merely numerical errors.
The results for X 1 ⌺ ϩ BH in the standard and augmented ͑diffuse͒ correlation-consistent basis sets through quadrupleand MP25 are presented in Tables II-III and Fig. 1 . In the terminology of Cremer, ground-state BH is a ''class A'' system, 4 for which the MPn energy series essentially converges monotonically to the FCI limit. The rate of energy convergence is relatively rapid and strikingly unaffected by changes in the one-particle basis. While the r e and e series display similar, smooth convergence, both slightly overshoot the FCI asymptote around fifth order before settling into monotonic decay. The MPn convergence for all BH series is slow vis-à-vis coupled cluster methods, however; for example, with the aug-cc-pVQZ basis, the remarkable CCSD͑T͒ ͑0.5 mE h , 0.0002 Å, 2.2 cm Ϫ1 ) and CCSDT ͑0.09 mE h , 0.000 03 Å, 0.3 cm Ϫ1 ) accuracies for (, r e , e ) are not reached until ͑MP8, MP11, MP10͒ and ͑MP11, MP16, MP15͒, respectively.
C. X 1 ⌺ ¿ HF
In Table IV and Fig. 2 , data are presented for the hydrogen fluoride MPn energy, r e , and e series for the standard and diffuse cc-pVDZ basis sets. In the cc-pVDZ basis set the MPn energy error diminishes to 7 E h at MP6, rebounds to 72 E h at MP7, and finally dips below 5 E h at MP11. For r e and e , there are anomalous jumps to maximum errors at MP3 before similar, erratic decay to the FCI asymptotes. In stark contrast, augmenting the one-particle basis set with diffuse functions causes all three MPn series to oscillate and ultimately diverge. It is notable that the aug-cc-pVDZ property series blow up more rapidly than the energy series, as the amplitudes of the (r e , e ) oscillations start increasing past ͑MP9, MP7͒, as compared to MP12 for . In either basis the molecular properties computed from the MP2 method are within ͑0.0007 Å, 27 cm Ϫ1 ) of the FCI limit, and for augcc-pVDZ the MPn geometry and harmonic vibrational frequency predictions only deteriorate by including perturbative corrections beyond second order. The coupled-cluster meth- The cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVDZ FCI total energies are Ϫ100.228 652 and Ϫ100.264 177 E h , respectively.
ods clearly provide better approaches for property predictions, as exemplified by the outperformance of MP5 by CCSD͑T͒ in residual (r e , e ) errors, roughly by factors of 2 and 4 in the cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVDZ cases, respectively. Nonetheless, in the favorable ͑convergent͒ cc-pVDZ MPn case, all predictions past fifth order exceed the accuracy of their CCSD͑T͒ and CCSDT counterparts.
The MPn series for CN ϩ in a cc-pVDZ basis are reported in Table V and plotted in Fig. 3 . This species exhibits an intricate electronic structure with a near degeneracy of the HOMO (4) and LUMO (5) . A proper zeroth-order description of the electronic ground state should incorporate the ͓(4) 2
→(5)
2 ͔ pair excitation, which contributes almost 10% to the FCI wave function and whose attendant diradical character yields T 1 diagnostics three times larger than the recommended single-reference cutoff. 55, 56 Hence, single-reference Mo "ller-Plesset perturbation theory is expected to have difficulties describing this molecular system. Figure 3 reveals that the energy and property series are strongly oscillatory and rapidly divergent, the differences between successive (, r e , e ) terms never diminishing below ͑59 mE h , 0.04 Å , 125 cm Ϫ1 ). In fact, the oscillations become so wild that past MP7 the molecule dissociates in even orders and contracts to unphysically short distances in odd orders! For the low orders, the accuracy sequence is MP3ϾMP5ϾMP2ϾMP4 for r e but MP4ϾMP3ϾMP5ϾMP2 for e , illustrating the lack of a consistent level of perturbation theory for error cancellation. Problems with perturbative approaches are also evident in the ͑T͒ correction, which induces a 0.01 Å change to the CCSD r e value as opposed to the 0.0016 Å elongation of the full iterative triples ͑CCSDT͒. Similar results were report for CN ϩ and BN in an earlier study by Watts and Bartlett.
The C 2 molecule is isoelectronic with CN ϩ and therefore presents similar problems for single-reference electronic structure methods. The ͓(2 u ) 2 →(3 g ) 2 ͔ pair excitation is equally important in the FCI wave function, but the T 1 diagnostics are less than twice the single-reference standard. 55, 56 In brief, deficiencies in MPn theory are not expected to be as pronounced as in the CN ϩ case, and C 2 happens to be a system tantalizingly close to the convergence/divergence threshold. The cc-pVDZ MPn data for C 2 are shown in Table  VI and Fig. 4 . The energy series displays extended oscillations with amplitudes that very slowly damp out. The error with respect to the FCI energy never exceeds 3.5 mE h past MP9, but it persists above 0.05 mE h even past MP100. In essence, a fascinating pattern of protracted, decaying ringing with a period of about 10 is observed in the cc-pVDZ MPn series. Similar structure is observed in the property series, but the severity of the oscillations is of greater consequence. The r e periodicity results in minimum errors of only ͑0.0038, Ϫ0.0010, Ϫ0.0013, 0.0016͒ Å at ͑MP2, MP13, MP23, MP32͒ but considerable maximum errors of ͑0.0412, 0.0328, 0.0271, 0.0202͒ Å at ͑MP8, MP19, MP28, MP37͒. Likewise, the e periodicity spawns minimum errors of ͑60, 4, Ϫ1, 69͒ cm Ϫ1 at ͑MP2, MP14, MP24, MP33͒ but prodigious maximum errors of ͑Ϫ496, Ϫ757, Ϫ821, Ϫ982͒ cm Ϫ1 at ͑MP10, MP19, MP28, MP39͒. The maximum MPn property errors past ninth order, particular in e , exhibit a striking lack of convergence, even though ͉͉Ͻ3.5 mE h . The high orders of perturbation theory do not converge on (r e , e ) values improved over MP2 ͑1.2765 Å, 1873 cm Ϫ1 ) relative to FCI ͑1.2727 Å, 1813 cm Ϫ1 ) until well after MP50. The reason for the incredible disparity in e vs convergence becomes evident when the energy series of C 2 is generated out to MP155 for elongated bond distances. The ringing pattern of in Fig. 4 is retained for rϾ1.30 Å , but the oscillations become increasingly larger past MP50, indicating an onset of divergence in the ͓1.30, 1.31͔ Å interval. This onset of divergence only about 0.03 Å past the FCI r e distance anomalously affects the curvatures of the high-order MPn curves, engendering the rather wild e oscillations in Fig. 4 . Once again, the coupled-cluster methods display entirely different behavior. To wit, while the CCSD͑T͒ and CCSDT energy errors are commensurate with those past MP9, the robust, nonerratic character of these methods provides (r e , e ) predictions to within (Ϫ0.0023 Å, 15 cm Ϫ1 ) and (Ϫ0.0020 Å, 16 cm Ϫ1 ) of the FCI values, respectively.
The MPn series for N 2 in a cc-pVDZ basis set through 19th order are shown in Table VII and Fig. 5 . This molecule is seen to be a prototypical ''class B'' system, 4 for which the MPn energy series is oscillatory, but regular and convergent. The N 2 energy reaches 1 mE h accuracy at MP6 and the 1 E h mark at MP15, lagging behind the convergence rate in the hydrogen fluoride case in the same basis set. The oscillatory property series both display an accuracy sequence of MP3ϽMP2ϽMP4ϽMP5, yet the FCI values are only reproduced to ͑0.006 Å, 100 cm Ϫ1 ) at 5th order. Corrections beyond MP6 are necessary to reach the accuracy of CCSD͑T͒ ͑0.0012 Å, 16 cm Ϫ1 ) and CCSDT ͑0.0016 Å, 23 cm Ϫ1 ).
G. X 1 S Ar and Cl

À
As confirmed above, the aug-cc-pVDZ MPn energy series for ground-state Ne and F Ϫ are divergent. 13, 14 Here the isovalent species X 1 S Ar and X 1 S Cl Ϫ are considered in the same basis set. The MPn energy data are shown in Table  VIII and Fig. 6 , and Fig. 7 provides a comparison to the Ne and F Ϫ cases. In contrast to neon, the argon series exhibits exemplary, monotonic convergence to the FCI limit, with MP10 already yielding better than 1 E h accuracy and MP6 outperforming both CCSD͑T͒ and CCSDT. In contrast, the Cl Ϫ series manifests oscillatory divergence, but on a much weaker scale than for F Ϫ ͑n.b.: the scales in Figs. 6 and 7 differ by more than two orders of magnitude͒. For Cl Ϫ the closest approach to the FCI asymptote is 37 E h , occurring in the vicinity of MP24; however, the error increases only to 42 E h , at MP39. The deceptiveness of the series is demonstrated by the fact that ͑MP5, MP6͒ provides an energy closer to FCI than ͓CCSD͑T͒, CCSDT͔. Comparing the MPn behavior of ͑Ar, Cl Ϫ ) to ͑Ne, F Ϫ ), one is led to speculate that strong divergences might result from correlating the 2s and 2p core electrons in the former pair of atoms. Hence, for heavier atoms ͑beyond first row͒ the convergence of the MPn series might prove to be dependent on the frozen-core approximation. H. X
⌺ ¿ HCl
The X 1 ⌺ ϩ HCl MPn energy series in an augmented double-basis is reported in Table VIII . The hydrogen chloride MPn aug-cc-pVDZ series does not display the same divergent behavior as that of the isovalent hydrogen fluoride, rather it converges quickly with ͑MP5, MP6͒ improving upon the ͓CCSD͑T͒, CCSDT͔ results.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the convergence of the Mo "ller-Plesset perturbation series has been assessed for several atoms and diatomic molecules exhibiting a range of electronic structures. A qualitative summary of the various series and their patterns are given in Table I . The computations of Olsen et al. 13 were confirmed within the reported E h accuracy, thus sup- porting the fact that the peculiar MPn phenomena are physical effects, not merely numerical errors. The convergence of the MPn energy, r e and e series is strongly dependent on the chemical system and the one-particle basis set. The divergent behavior observed in diffuse basis sets appears to persist when larger, more balanced diffuse basis sets are used. 58 For the HF and C 2 molecules, higher-order perturbative corrections do little to improve upon the MP2 r e and e values. Various resummation techniques, such as Padé approximants and Feenberg scaling, 8, 9, [59] [60] [61] [62] have the potential to extract a monotonically convergent perturbation series, and a quantitative assessment of their performance and reliability will be executed in a followup study. Similar to other recent MPn studies, [13] [14] [15] [16] 24 this work seriously questions the use of higher-order MP theory to account for electron correlation in atomic and molecular systems. Although computations involving higher-order Mo "ller-Plesset theory can be utilized to elucidate the role of higher-order excitations in other many-body methods ͑e.g., coupled cluster͒, we recommend that extreme care be taken when employing higherorder MPn theory for chemical problems. In general it may be prudent to restrict the use of MPn theory to MP2 and use alternative coupled cluster methods to achieve a higher degree of accuracy. 
